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ENGINEERED FOR QUALITY

Strong™ Razor mounts are designed with the 

highest quality standards, featuring cast and 

machined steel that offers supreme durability 

and comes with a lifetime warranty. Strength, 

reliability and safety are guaranteed thanks 

to stringent industry certifications from 

Underwriters Laboratories (UL).

EQUIPPED WITH SMART FEATURES

These mounts feature  fingertip motion to 

allow for fast, easy adjustability, and built-

in kickstands that provide easy access to the 

sides and rear of the TV.  LokTight ™ tabs 

provide extra security and prevent curious kids 

from lifting the TV off the wall, while a home 

latch prevents heavier displays from wandering 

away from the wall or sagging over time.

LOW-PROFILE DESIGN 

Give flat panel installs a sleek, tidy look. 

Starting at .4” from the wall, these low profile 

mounts are designed to make ultra-thin TVs 

look their absolute best.



MODEL #
MIN-MAX TV SIZE / 

WEIGHT

F-XL 55”- 90”, 150 lbs.

F-L 37”- 65”, 100 lbs.

F-M 26”- 42”, 100 lbs.

MODEL #
MIN-MAX TV SIZE / 

WEIGHT

T-XL 55”- 90”, 150 lbs.

T-L 37”- 70”, 100 lbs.

T-M       26”- 42”, 80 lbs.

MODEL #
MIN-MAX TV SIZE / 

WEIGHT

ART2-XL 47”- 80”, 100 lbs.

ART2-L 37”- 65”, 100 lbs.

ART1-M       22”- 46”, 50 lbs.

The perfect mount for today’s ultra-thin TVs, these low-profile 

mounts sit just .4” off the wall, offering a clean, finished look 

without the bulk. Featuring LokTight™ tabs to ensure TVs 

stay in place and an adjustable safety release ring for easily 

adding new devices, the Razor Fixed series was designed 

with both safety and aesthetics in mind. 

FIXED SERIES

For the ultimate in viewing versatility, the Razor Articulating 

series offer a low profile solution at a mere 1.6” off the wall, 

extending out up to 25.5”, and swiveling capabilities up to 180 

degrees.  Curved cast-aluminum arms are lightweight and 

easily maneuverable, making viewing adjustments smooth 

and fluid. With both single and dual arm options for larger 

displays, these Razor Articulating mounts provide the perfect 

TV placement every time.

ARTICULATING SERIES

Featuring simple fingertip adjustments, the Razor Tilt Series 

offers the perfect amount of tilt for the best viewing angle 

every time, and sit less than 1” off the wall. Adjustable from 

5 to 15 degrees with locking screws to hold the TV in place, 

these mounts also offer home position latching, locking the 

panel into place against the wall when needed. LokTight™ 

tabs provide extra security while the adjustable safety 

release ring offers easy access to the TV connections.

TILT SERIES
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